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How was your Field Trip?
Today’s Schedule

9:00 – 9:10 Orientation today's discussion

9:15 – 10:20 School Presantation 2

10:40 – 11:40 Small Group Discussion 2

11:50 – 13:10 Small Group Discussion 3

13:10 – 14:10 Lunch in groups

14:10 – 15:20 Mini-Plenary Discussion 1

16:00 – 17:30 Cumpus Tour / Cultural Exchange

18:00 – 18:45 Dinner

Key Note Lecture

Born in Fukuoka,
Ms. Yoshizumi,
received her Doctorate
degree in Global
Environmental
Studies at Kyoto
University. In 2013,
she joined the Field
Sience Education
and Research Center
in the same university
and coordinated a new
educational program,
“Studies on Connectivity
of Hells, Oceans and Humans” for five years.
Her research fields are community-based
environmental and disaster management, and
education for sustainable development.

About Food Bank

Food banks by non-profit organizations collect rejected but
still safe to eat food and redistribute them to the needy to
reduce food loss. Their concept is pretty simple - they want
to change something that is “Mottainai” (What a waste.) to
“Arigatou” (Thank you.). Food banks provide healthy meals
to children for free. To sustain their operation, however, they
need funds. They source out funds by selling some products.
Ritsumeikan is connected with a food bank. During the
school festival, they sold rice cakes, the profits of which
were put into the continuing operation of the food bank. This
is how a food bank contributes to the society.



Japanese Sweets

We made Japaneses called “Jogashi.”
Jogashi are high quality sweets, and it expresses
the sense of the season and the place. It is said
that chrysanthemums have the power of
longevity in Japan. Other than chrysanthemums,
we have a lot of types of flowers such as Cherry
Blossomes in spring, and Of amellia for winter.

Our experience in making sweets was provided
by “Kikuharu”. This Japaneses confection shop
collects surplus sugar from facilities and citizens
as part of their ingredients in making cakes and
other confectioneries. It’s one way that they are
contributing to address food waste.
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Making new recipe with SDGs

Each group brainstormed to come up with unique
recipes that reflect the SDGs. From the 20 groups,
the judges chose the top 10 and then the top 5
presented in front of everyone. Each recipe had each
own strong point and everyone toiled hard to come
up with the best recipe. Our congratulations to
Group 2B for having come up with the best recipe.

About SDGs

SDGs stands for Sustainable Develpment Goals.

There are 17 goals to achieve by 2030. One of our

goals this year is to come up with the Campus SDGs

to reflect what we aim to achieve towards

sustainability, as high school students.

Free Time around Kyoto Station

Did everyone had a great time around Kyoto Station?

What did you have for dinner? Did you get to talk

more with the members of your group? Did you get

some shopping done? I everyone had a wonderful

time. Now you have some more stories to share to

people back home.


